Game Maniac (GM)
Join our exciting escape room in Korea! Game Maniac(GM) is a program for exchange students in
Yonsei University, who love to solve imaginative questions and want to cooperate with others. An
escape room is a game in which a team of players discover clues, solve puzzles, and accomplish
tasks in one or more rooms in order to escape from a room in a limited amount of time. For this
semester, we are planning three fascinating room escape chances for you to enjoy with us in
Korea.
As participating in escaping room always makes people to be together, this would guarantee you
a wonderful chance to easily get along with other students. So, if you want to join us to experience
a wonderful Korean leisure culture, do sign up for GM2 at the orientation!

Event

Activity

Date

Orientation

Orientation & Sign up

2022.??.??

1st

Room Escape

2022.04.08

2nd

Board Game Café

2022.05.02

3rd

Breakout Escape

2022.06.03

* Sign up: You can sign up on the orientation day (2021.??.??). Also, since there may be an additional
application or notice, please like us in our Facebook page: Yonsei Global. The payment date of the
program participation fee will be announced as soon as the program registration is completed. We
only accept cash for payment, so please do prepare.
* There will be NO refunds.
* Applications for the programs will be made on a first-come, first-served basis.

* The programs above are subject to change to the conditions of COVID-19.
Activity fee

￦85,000 (activity fees including dinner)

LS Manager

Yeajin(010-2522-1706 / yejinkim2658@gmail.com)

Korea Music and Art (KMA)
Music and art are mandatory things to experience at the country you visit!
Korea Music and Art (KMA) is a program that provides exchange students with
chances to experience Korean traditional fusion music and art. You will become
part of Korean history of art and present art will be given best memories. We will
provide you an opportunity to enjoy Korean traditional and contemporary art
and music. For the first event, you will visit the Street of Culture and Ssamzigil in
Insa-dong. In this place, you will see lots of Korea traditional stores and eat
traditional Korean food. For the second event, you will go to Seoul Museum of
Art and see the most beautiful artworks of Korea. For the last event, you will go
to Museum of National Center for Korean Traditional Performing Arts and see
and hear Korea traditional musical instruments. Hope you guys can enjoy
genuine Korean art and music by participating our programs.
*The programs are subject to change depending on circumstances of COVID-19
with prior notice.

Place
Online

Sign up online

application
1st Class

the Street of Culture and Ssamzigil in Insa-dong

2021.3.27

Seoul Museum of Art

2021.4.3

2nd Class
3rd Class

Date

Museum of National Center for Korean
Traditional Performing Arts

2021.6.5

* Sign up:
Activity Fee
Activity fee

0 won
*But we put 5000won deposit to prevent No-Show. After each
activity, we give it again.

KMA 1
Manager

Suhyeon Byun (010-8028-0774 / suhyunb0302@yonsei.ac.kr /
Kakaotalk ID: mykmj02)

Korea Music and Art (KMA 2)
Do you want to make unforgettable memories in Korea? Do you want to
experience Korean traditions during your stay at Yonsei? If so, you should
definitely join KMA 2. Korea Music and Art (KMA) program aims to provide
exchange students with opportunities where they can experience and appreciate
Korean music and art.
I.

The event was planned to cover the broad theme of Korean Music and Art
(hereinafter referred to as KMA).

II.

We have prepared activities that is not just limited to arts and music and through
out diverse activities, exchange students can truly enjoy Korean cultures. There are
many things you can learn at the museum, and I also prepared an activity, which is
one day class where you can make your own porcelain. The reason is because I
thought that the experiece of making personal procelain is meaningful and
memorable. To add, it would be nice to have something left to remember and
commemorate the places that exchange students have been to even after they go
back to their home countries.

III.

<KMA2> focused on “memories”. I prepared the above activities for
exchange students hoping that they could make memories that they
could while feeling and enjoying beautiful music and art.

* Every event is subject to change due to the Covid pandemic. An event may
inevitably turn into a Non-contact zoom meeting. In that case, we'll try our
best to provide you with enjoyable alternative events.

Place
Online
application
1st Class

Date

Sign up online
Korean Film Museum

2022. 4. 9.

2nd Class

Ond-day Class

2022. 5. 22.

3rd Class

Gyeongbokgung Palace

2022. 6. 11

* Sign up: : You can sign up online on . Also, there may be additional application for the
program on Yonsei Global Facebook page, so please Like us.
* Note: You can get your deposit back if you participate in programs. (Although
participating all 3 events are recommended in order to fully enjoy the
program😊)
* There will be no refund.

Activity Fee
1st program : (48,000 원) + Deposit (5,000 원)
Activity fee

2nd program : (13,000원)+ Deposit (5,000원)
3rd program : (33,000 원)+Deposit (5,000원)
Signing up for all three programs : (99,000원) + Deposit (5,000원)

CHO YOONJI (010-8999-6428) / choyoonji@yonsei.ac.kr
KMA 2
Manager

Instagram: @yoonzz_01
* Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions,
comments, or concerns about events!
* Instagram DM is easiest way to get in touch with me!

Korea Music and Art 3 (KMA3)
For anyone who wants to have closer experiences about Korean music and art, KMA3 is
ready to have fun with you! We’ve prepared various programs that provides chances to
experience and learn Korean traditional/fusion music and art. Even under the pandemic,
you will make great memories in Korea with us. As you enjoy the three programs, you will
naturally get to understand and learn about Korean culture and history. Also, all students
will get to know each other and hang out on the warm spring days.
1.

Myeongdong Nanta Theater <The Nanta>

<The Nanta> is a performance-based on the rhythm of “samulnori”, which is one of the
famous Korean traditional instrumental music genres. <The Nanta> is Korea’s first nonverbal performance that can be enjoyed by anyone, including who don’t know Korean
language at all.
This performance combines cheerful dance, music, and comic acting. Since its first
performance in 1997, it has attracted the largest audience in the history of Korean
performances so far. It would be an opportunity to enjoy a music performance in Korea
other than Kpop performances.
2.

Gyeongbokgung Palace(Hanbok Tour)

Why don’t you visit the most representative palace in Korea, Gyeongbokgung Palace with
us? On a warm spring day, we are planning to walk around the palace wearing Hanbok, the
traditional Korean clothing. At Gyeongbokgung Palace, you can feel the atmosphere of the
palace through the beautiful architectural arts of the Joseon Dynasty and the traditional
music performance. By wearing the beautiful Hanbok and having a walk in Gyeongbokgung
will provide you an unforgettable experience in Korea.
3.

National museum of Korea

It is an opportunity to see the history and culture of Korea since mankind began to live on
the Korean Peninsula. Also, through traditional Korean paintings, sculptures, and crafts, we
could think about the value of traditional Korean art. After we visiting the exhibition hall,
we will watch some digital realistic video contents about Korean cultural heritages. Through
this program, all students will have deep knowledge about Korean culture and history.
*Every event can change due to the Covid pandemic. The event may inevitably turn into a
non-contact zoom meeting. In that case, we’ll try our best to provide you with enjoyable
alternative events.

1.

Myeongdong Nanta Theater <The Nanta>

2.

Gyeongbokgung Palace(Hanbok Tour)

3.

National museum of Korea

Place

Date

Online

Sign up online

application
1st Class

Myeongdong Nanta Theater <The Nanta>

2022.03.26

2nd Class

Gyeongbokgung Palace(Hanbok Tour)

2022.05.14

3rd Class

National Museum of Korea

2022.05.28

* Sign up: You can sign up online on ??. Also, there may be additional
application for the program on Yonsei Global Facebook page, so please Like us.
* Note: You can get your deposit back if you participate in programs.
* There will be no refund.
Activity Fee
1st program : (40,000 원)+ Deposit (5,000 원)
(Don’t forget to bring your student ID with you on that day.)
Activity fee

2nd program : (32,000 원)+ Deposit (5,000 원)
3rd program : (12,000 원)+ Deposit (5,000 원)
* signing up for all three programs : (84,000 원) + Deposit (5,000 원)

Sohyun Park (010-4607-6199 / ssohyun57@yonsei.ac.kr /
Kakaotalk ID: jenny4257 / Instagram: @ssohyunz_)
KMA 3
Manager

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions,
comments, or concerns about events!
*Instagram DM and Kakaotalk are fast ways to get in touch with
me 😊

Korean Movie Night (KMN)
Join Our Online Movie Night!
KMN at Yonsei Global is hosting an online movie night for all Korean students
and foreign exchange students of Yonsei University. Come join us for a chill time
where you’ll be able to watch and discuss good movies, win prizes, and make
friends! There are 3 movie nights scheduled for this semester, and each will
take around 3 hours. All participants will communicate through English or other
languages throughout this program, so you don’t have to worry about your
language skills. Here at Yonsei Global, intercultural exchange is our priority!

On the first movie night, we’ll watch 'Before Sunrise’, which is a romance movie
about how two people really connect with each other. It will make you think
deeply about what it really means to get to know someone else and if destiny
exists. On the second night, we'll watch '수상한그녀(Miss Granny)', which is a
light-hearted Korean comedy that you can kick back and enjoy. And on the third
and final night, we’ll be watching ‘검사외전(A Violent Prosecutor)’ which is an
action movie with a comedic twist. Both Korean movies will show you a glimpse
of Korean society as well as being funny, so if you’re interested, don’t hesitate
to join us! There will be a simple quiz session afterwards where you can win
prizes, and also lots of opportunities to talk and exchange thoughts with
students from all over the world!

All Yonsei students (both Korean and foreign) are also welcome to join KMN!
Our program will be held through Netflix using the chrome extension,
'Teleparty'. Therefore, we recommend students who have a Netflix account to
join our program. We hope to see you on movie night!

Event

Date

Location

Activity

KMN 1

3/29

Online

Before
Sunrise

KMN 2

4/39

Online

Miss
Granny

KMN 3

5/20

Online

A Violent
Prosecutor

* Dates are subject to change.
* Activity Fee: None
* For more information, visit our website at www.yonseiglobal.com
KMN Manager

Sohye Park (010-7170-7158/qkrthgp@yonsei.ac.kr)

Leisure Sports 1 (LS1)
Join our various leisure sports activity programs in Korea and enjoy together! Leisure Sports (LS)
is an activity program for exchange students in Yonsei University, who love sports. For this
semester, we are planning three fascinating and active programs for you to enjoy with us in Korea.
As participating in sports and activities always makes people to be together, this would guarantee
you a wonderful chance to easily get along with each other. So, if you want to join us to
experience a wonderful and unique leisure sports, do sign up for LS1!

Event

Activity

Date

1st

Indoor Trampoline Adventure Park

2022-04-04 (Mon 15:00)

2nd

Indoor Fishing

2022-05-12 (Thurs 15:30)

3rd

Namsan Hiking & Cable Car

2022-05-16 (Mon 14:00)

Activity
Fee

58,300 won (activity fee) + 10,000 won (deposit) = 68,300 won

Manager

Nari Hyun
- Phone: 010-2609-4796
- Email: nrhyunn@yonsei.ac.kr
- Kakaotalk ID: nrhyunn

* Sign up: You can sign up on 2022-월-일. Applications for the program will be made on a firstcome, first-served basis. We only accept cash for payment.
* Note: You can get your deposit back if you participate in ALL three programs.
* Activity fees are NOT refundable.

Leisure Sports 2 (LS2)
Join various leisure sports activities in Korea! Leisure Sports (LS) is for exchange students of
Yonsei University, who like both indoor and outdoor sports. We will enjoy three popular leisure
sports in Korea.
As you all know, people can easily get along with each other while playing sports. If you want to
experience unique Korean leisure sports with people who also love them, sign up for LS!

Event
st

Group
2

1
2nd
3rd

Activity

Date

Room Escape
Bike Ride at Han River
Sports Monster (Indoor Sports Theme Park)

2022-04-07
2022-05-07
2022-05-29

Activity
Fee

85,000 won (activity fee) + 10,000 won (deposit) = 95,000 won

Manager

Sun Min, Lim
- Phone: 010-8463-9023
- Email: jssmlim02@gmail.com

* Sign up: You can sign up on 2021-03-12, by the link uploaded at Yonsei Global Facebook page.
Also, there may be additional application for the program on Yonsei Global Facebook page, so
please Like us. The payment date of the program participation fee will be announced after the
program registration. We only accept cash for payment.
* Note: You can get your deposit back if you participate in all three programs.
* Applications for the program will be made on a first-come, first-served basis at 10 p.m. on 202103-12. If you submit the document before 10 o'clock, it will not be accepted as an application.
* There will be no refund.

Leisure Sports 3 (LS3)
Join and enjoy our various leisure activities in Korea together! Leisure Sports (LS) is a program for
exchange students in Yonsei University, who like indoor & outdoor sports. For this semester, we are
going to do three activities which are popular in Korea for you to enjoy with us.
As doing activities makes people get along together, it will be a chance for you to get to know each
other if you participate these activities. So, if you want to experience exciting and unique Korean
leisure sports, please do sign up for LS3 at the orientation!

Event

Activity

Date

Orientation

Orientation & Sign up

1st

Indoor Shooting

2022.4.10

2nd

Indoor Bowling

2022.5.9

3rd

Indoor Roller Skating

2022.5.23

* Sign up: You can sign up on the orientation day. Also, since there may be a further notice, please
like us in our Facebook page: ‘Yonsei Global’. The payment date of the activity fee will be announced
as soon as the program registeration is completed. We only accept cash for payment, so please do
prepare.
* Note: Deposit will be returned if you participate in ALL three programs.
* There will be NO refunds.
* Applications for the programs will be made on a first-come, first-served basis.
* Because of COVID-19, the programs above can be changed.
Activity fee

￦76,000(activity fees) + ￦10,000 (deposit) = ￦86,000

LS Manager

Heewon Bang (Phone: 010-2708-6308 / Email: jetcarbang@naver.com)

One Shot 1 (OS1)
Discover the best sites in Seoul with Yonsei Global and capture it with your phone! One Shot is a
program that provides exchange students with a chance to visit popular sites in Korea and take
beautiful pictures. Professional photographic equipment is not required. We will visit Naksan Park,
Bukchon Hanok Village (including an experience of wearing the Korean traditional clothing
Hanbok), Mangwon Han River Park and more! Don't hesitate to come and join us. It will be an
unforgettable and exciting experience with great new friends along the way :)

Event

Activity

Date

1
2nd

Naksan Park
Bukchon Hanok Village

2022-03-31
2022-05-05

3rd

Mangwon Han River Park

2021-06-02

st

Group
1

Activity
Fee

70,250 won (activity fee) + 10,000 won (deposit) = 80,250 won

Manager

Eunho Yoon
- Phone: 010-4182-7531
- Email: rb71897@yonsei.ac.kr
- Kakaotalk ID: eunhoy2

* Sign up: You can sign up through the google docs link. Also, there may be additional application
for the program on Yonsei Global Facebook page, so please Like us. The payment date of the
program participation fee will be announced after the program registration. We only accept cash
for payment.
* Note: You can get your deposit back if you participate in all three programs.
* Applications for the program will be made on a first-come, first-served basis. If you submit the
document before the application period, it will not be accepted as an application.
* Activity fees are not refundable.

One Shot 2 (OS2)
Do you want to make unforgettable memories in Korea? Then there is nothing better than
One Shot program! One Shot is a program that provides exchange students with a chance to
visit popular sites in Korea and take beautiful pictures. Professional photographic equipment is
not required, smart phone is enough. Also, since we are going to walk around, it would be
better to wear comfortable shoes or sneakers. We will visit Yeonnam-dong, Nodeul Island,
and Ichon Hangang Park. Come and join us immediately! Let’s make precious memories
together!
(In the case of non-face-to-face switching, we will use ZOOM by building friendships,
watching movies and having a late-night snack together.

Event

Place

Date

Orientation

Orientation & Sign up

1st

Yeonnam-dong Gyeongui Line Forest Road Park

2022.03.28

2nd

Nodeul Island

2022.05.04

3rd

Ichon Hangang Park

2022.05.11

* Sign up: You can register at the orientation. Please prepare cash.
* Deposit will be returned upon participating in all 3 programs
* Detailed schedule will be announced at the orientation
* There will be no refund.

Activity fee

OS Manager

Activity Fee: 38,000 won in total will cover fees for all 3 events
Deposit : 10,000 won
Costs remain constant even for non-face-to-face program
Hyunjo Suh
Phone : +82)10-2310-5671
E-mail: hjsuh334@naver.com

One Shot 3(OS)
If you’re an exchange student looking to create special memories in Korea, and leave nice pictures to look back on, “One
Shot” is the program for you! This semester we will be exploring 3 different locations throughout Seoul which each offer
unique experiences. Dress up in traditional Korean attire and walk through the grand Gyeongbokgung Palace, have a
lovely picnic surrounded by nature in Seoul Forest Park, and enjoy the scenic night view of Nodeul-Island with us! Each
program includes a Korean dinner where you’ll get a taste of some of the best Korean dishes. We’re looking forward to
getting to know you. Hope to see you soon!

Event

Location

Orientation

Orientation & Sign up

1st

Gyeongbokgung Palace

2022.05.15

2nd

Seoul Forest Park

2022.05.21

3rd

Nodeul Island

2022.06.04

* Sign up: You can register at the orientation. Please prepare cash.
* Deposit will be returned upon participating in all 3 programs.
* Detailed schedule will be announced at the orientation.

* There will be no refund.
Activity fee

Activity Fee: 60,000 won in total will cover fees for all 3 events.
(1st event-35,000 won/2nd event-10,000won/3rd event-15,000won)
Deposit: 10,000 won

OS Manager

Yu Jeong Yun
Cell: 010-5664-3678
E-mail: jazzyu36@yonsei.ac.kr
Kakaotalk ID: jasmine3678
Feel free to contact me about program details! :)

Date

Tasty Sinchon1 (TS1)

Korea is well known for its delicious and traditional foods.
Especially Sinchon, where Yonsei is located, is one of the hot
places among Korean young people and provides you with
various choices of food. You might get stuck where to go and
what to eat. Here is TS( Tasty Sinchon ) program that will
certainly help your difficulty of choosing!
TS has been loved by so many exchange students and we will
visit the restaurants which have been loved by Yonsei
students. It will be a perfect chance for you guys to
experience Korea through delicious traditional food. Get to
know Korean students and share your cultural stories on
table!
“Good food will make your time in Korea much happier!!” 

Event

Activity

Date

1st

Jjimdak (찜닭, Korean braised chicken)

2022 04. 05 (Tue)

2nd

Galbi(갈비, Korean style seasoned rib)

2021 04. 28 (Thu)

3rd

tteokbokki (떡볶이, stir-fried Rice cake )

2021 05. 19 (Thu)

Activity Fee: It depends on the food price.
Deposit: 15,000 won for 1st and 2nd activity, 10,000 won for 3rd activity (for each
program, remaining fee will be given back)
* Sign up: E-mail or give the manager below Kakao Talk message and will notice you more
information.
* TS always has been fully applied and cannot hold more than 8 people (including Korean
students) because of the tables we can take in the restaurants.
* Deposit will be used for the price you eat and the left will be given back.
* There will be no refund for not participating (ex: participating two programs and refund for
one program is not possible).
Activity
fee

Yuntae Ju
Manager Phone: 010-8749-8559, Kakaotalk ID: wndbsxo1116
Email: wndbsxo1116@gmail.com Instagram ID: biceps_yuntae

Tasty Sinchon2 (TS2)
The diversity of Korean food is well known,
mostly credited towards its diversity of taste and
its mix of traditon. Sinchon being one of the most
popular places for university students in Korea has
its own collection of various choices of food.
Overwhelmed by its choices, you might wonder
which place to go, or what to eat. TS(Tasty
Sinchon) program is willing to help you make your
decision! Come and try Korean dishes with us. We
not only introduce restaurants that are famous
within Yonsei students, but also create an
experience where you can get to know Korean
students. It will be a perfect chance for you guys
to truly experience – and taste – Seoul. Get to
know Korean students and share your cultural
stories on the table. 😊

Event

Activity

Date

1st

Galbi (소갈비, Marinated Grilled Beef Ribs)

2022.04.02

2nd

Jjimdak (찜닭, Braised Chicken)

2022.05.13

3rd

Tteokbokki (떡볶이, stir-fried rice cake)

2022.05.27

If the face-to-face event cannot be held according to the quarantine guidelines, it will be
replaced by a cooking class using “Zoom” and cook simple traditional food together.

Activity Fee: It depends on the food price.
Deposit: 15,000 / 15,000 / 10,000 won ( for each program )
Activity fee
You do not need to join all the events! Choose what you want!
If any money is left, money will be given back.
* Sign up: E-mail or give the manager below KakaoTalk message, and will notice you more
information.
* TS always has been fully applied and cannot hold more than 4 people because of the
tables we can take in the restaurants.
* There will be no refund.
Manager

Yujin Kwon
Phone: 010-5762-1312 Kakaotalk ID: jinfac2, Email:
1205yjkwon@gmail.com

YGG(Yonsei Global Glamping)
Yonsei Global Glamping (YGG) is a program
established to help foreign exchange
students experience not only the beauty of
Korea’s nature, but the fascinating Korean
camping life. A short overnight journey to
Buk-han Mt., where we guarantee an
enjoyable time offered with delicious
barbecue, exciting games, and of course,
alcohol. You won’t be required to put up a
tent or to bring kitchenware – because ALL
will be set on the site. With the breeze of
warm spring weather and the night sky
covered with stars, we assure you that it’ll
be an unforgettable experience! What are
you waiting for?
*Under COVID-19 restrictions, the program
may be implemented via ZOOM:
orientation, online games (Gartic Phone,
Among Us etc.), individual BBQ party.
*Unfortunately, due to budget cuts, the
program is conducted ONLY with FEMALE
students.
Event
Orientation
YGG

Activity
Orientation & Sign up
Glamping with Yonsei Global

Date
2022.??
2022.04.30 ~ 2022.05.01

Activity fee

Activity Fee : 45,000 won
Deposit: 10,000 won

Activity fee includes meals and drinks.
Most fees are supported by the school.
Subject to change in case of severe
COVID-19 situation.

Total Fee: 55,000 won
* Sign up: You can sign up on the orientation day (2022.?? ) Please prepare some cash.
* Deposit will be returned after participating the program.
* There will be refunds only if this program is cancelled due to COVID-19 situation.
* Detailed schedule will be noticed once all the sign-up process is completed.
Manager
Yoonsu(Daisy) Lee (010-8212-7657, mavis02@naver.com)

